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Abstract 

Quantifying Quaternary sea-level changes and hydroclimatic conditions is an important 
challenge given their intricate relation with paleo-climate, ice-sheets and geodynamics. The 
world’s coastlines provide an enormous geomorphologic dataset, and forward landscape 
evolution modelling studies have shown their potential in constraining paleo sea-levels. We 
take a next step, by applying a Bayesian approach to jointly invert the geometries of multiple 
marine terrace sequences to paleo sea- and lake level variations and extract past 
hydroclimatic conditions. Using a Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling method, we test our 
approach on synthetic marine terrace profiles as proof of concept and benchmark our model 
on an observed marine terrace sequence in Santa Cruz (US). We successfully reproduce 
observed sequence morphologies and simultaneously obtain probabilistic estimates for past 
sea-level variations, as well as for other model parameters such as uplift and erosion rates. 
When applied to the semi-isolated Gulf of Corinth (Greece), our method allows to decipher the 
geomorphic Rosetta stone at an unprecedented resolution, revealing the connectivity between 
the Corinth lake and the open ocean and hydroclimatic conditions, driven by intermittent 
periods of aridity during glacial stages. 

 

Introduction 

Reconstructions of Quaternary sea-level variations provide crucial constraints on thresholds 
and feedbacks within climatic and geodynamic systems that help understand how 
contemporary climate change may affect future sea level (Lambeck & Chappell, 2001; Hay et 
al., 2014; Dutton et al., 2015; Shakun et al,. 2015; Austermann et al,. 2017). A key archive of 
past sea-level is exposed within the geomorphology of most of the world’s coastal areas in 
the form of paleo-shorelines (Johnson and Libbey, 1997; Pedoja et al., 2011, 2014; Rovere et 
al., 2023; Fig. 1a), but it remains difficult to accurately translate coastal observations and 
measurements into paleo-sea-level estimates, and to evaluate the uncertainties inherent to 
these conversions. Major challenges include 1) the dating of these landforms, as most paleo-
shorelines are erosive in nature (Pedoja et al., 2014) and absolute dating techniques 
themselves are complex and prone to large uncertainties (Strobl et al., 2014; Hibbert et al., 
2016; Ott et al., 2019), 2) the bias of observations, which are mostly restricted to the most 
recent glacial cycle(s) and to periods where relative sea level was at similar elevations to 
present-day (Medina-Elizalde, 2013; Hibbert et al., 2016) and 3) the absence of reciprocity 
between paleo-shorelines and sea-level stands, as not all highstands lead to paleo-
shorelines, and paleo-shorelines may have formed during one or many sea-level cycles 
(Guilcher, 1974; Malatesta et al., 2021; Chauveau et al., 2023). 

Numerical models of landscape evolution started to overcome some of these limitations, by 
providing a means to quantitatively interpret undated paleo-shorelines, incorporate full sea-
level curves instead of highstands only, and unravelling the creation of paleo-shorelines 
formed over multiple glacial cycles (e.g. Webster et al., 2007; Jara-Muñoz et al., 2019; 
Leclerc & Feuillet, 2019; De Gelder et al., 2020; 2023). So far, such numerical models have 
mainly been used for forward modelling approaches, where a number of proposed sea-level 
curves are used to predict shorelines, which are then compared to actual observations. 



However, this only provides a limited way to explore the full ensemble of possible sea-level 
histories and other model parameters, such as rock erosion rates or effective wave base 
depths, which are difficult to estimate. It follows that uncertainties in sea-level estimates from 
marine terraces remain poorly known, regardless of the method used, and in spite of 
uniformization attempts (Lorscheid and Rovere, 2019).  

In this study, we intend to overcome these limitations, by using a Bayesian approach to invert 
the geometry of paleo-shoreline sequences. Our approach provides probabilistic estimates of 
paleo sea-level, erosion rates, uplift rates, wave-based depths and initial slopes. We focus on 
erosive marine terraces (Fig. 1b), which are both the most common type of paleo-shoreline 
(Pedoja et al., 2014), and are simpler to model than their depositional and bio-constructed 
equivalents (e.g. Pastier et al., 2019). We first apply our probabilistic inversion approach to a 
set of synthetic coastal profiles to test and illustrate the method, after which we invert well-
studied marine terrace sequences in Santa Cruz (US) and the Corinth Rift (Greece). These 
case studies highlight how we can derive probabilistic estimates of past sea-level from marine 
terraces, and how the natural archive of paleo-shorelines can be further utilized to improve 
both eustatic and relative paleo sea-level estimates. 

 
Figure 1: Paleo-shorelines and paleo-sea level. a) Global compilation of paleoshoreline 
sequences, adjusted from Pedoja et al., 2014, b) pictures of marine terrace  sequences from 
Santa Cruz (US) and the Corinth Rift (Greece) and c) paleo-sea-level estimates for the past 
450 ka, showing a sea-level curve (SpLi16, blue; Spratt and Lisiecki, 2016) derived from 
principal component analysis of 7 sea-level curves with its 2.5% and 97.5% likelihood range 
(grey envelope), an approximation of that curve with nodes and a cubic spline interpolation 
(red), global mean sea-level highstand estimates adjusted for glacio-istostatic adjustments 
(GMSL, brown; Kopp et al., 2009; Dutton et al., 2015; Pico et al., 2016; Creveling et al., 2017; 
Dyer et al., 2021; Tawil-Morsink et al,. 2022), selected uplift-corrected relative sea-level 
highstand estimates >130 ka (RSL, pink; Stirling et al., 2001; Murray-Wallace, 2002; 
Andersen et al., 2010 de Gelder et al., 2022; Marra et al., 2023), global mean sea-level 
lowstand estimates from ice sheet data (orange; Batchelor et al., 2019), and red boxes that 
represent the likely range of relative sea-level elevations at locations far from the major ice-
sheets (details in Supplementary Information). Marine Isotope Stages (MIS) are given in bold, 
and based on Railsback et al., 2015. 

 

 



 

Marine terrace sequence inversion 

Marine terraces are relatively flat surfaces of coastal origin, either horizontal or gently inclined 
seawards (Fig 1b; Pirazzoli, 2005). They are bounded inland by a fossil sea-cliff, and can be 
covered by a layer of coastal sediments. Here we model erosive marine terraces, which are 
primarily formed by sea-cliff retreat in response to wave action. The superposition of 
Quaternary sea-level variations (Fig. 1c) and vertical land movement typically leads to a 
staircase landscape exhibiting marine terraces sequences (Fig. 1b; Lajoie, 1986). 

The landscape evolution model we use (REEF; Husson et al., 2018; Pastier et al., 2019) has 
a wave erosion module based on the wave energy dissipation model developed by Anderson 
et al. (1999). The model assumes that the vertical seabed erosion rate is a linear function of 
the rate of wave energy dissipation against the seabed (Sunamura, 1992). Horizontal erosion 
rates depend on the energy available at the sea-cliff after dissipation of the far-field wave 
energy (Anderson et al., 1999). The dissipation rate is dictated by the water depth profile, 
which increases landwards exponentially with decreasing water depth. The 2D model we use 
consists of a landmass with a sea-ward dipping linear initial slope (IS; Fig. 2a), an initial 
erosion rate (ER; Fig. 2a) that evolves as platforms are being carved, a wave base depth 
(WB; Fig. 2a) that determines the vertical range over which erosion takes place, a land uplift 
rate (UR; Fig. 2a) and a sea-level history. Equations and detailed descriptions can be found in 
Anderson et al. (1999) and Pastier et al. (2019).  

To invert the morphology of the marine terrace sequences, we parameterize the sea-level 
history with a finite number of unknown parameters. We use nodes interpolated through a 
cubic spline scheme (Fig. 2b; light blue). This creates sea-level curves with similar 
characteristics to published sea-level curves (red line, Fig. 1c), in which the nodes represent 
sea-level minima (lowstands) and maxima (highstands) that are typically linked to even and 
odd-numbered marine isotope stages (MIS), respectively. In the Monte Carlo exploration of 
the model space, nodes can either be fixed at certain ages and elevations, or left free to move 
within a prescribed range (e.g. red boxes in Fig. 2b,d,e). The 4 main erosion model 
parameters (IS, ER, WB, UR) can also be fixed to chosen values, as done in the synthetic 
tests below, or left free within chosen ranges, as done for the Santa Cruz and Corinth 
examples below. 

In a Bayesian framework, the solution is a posterior probability distribution describing the 
probability of the model parameters (here the past sea-level variations), given the observed 
data (here the geometry of marine terraces). We use a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm 
to sample the posterior distribution and explore the range of models that can explain the 
observed topography within errors. The solution is a large ensemble of paleo sea-level 
models that approximates the probabilistic solution. That is, the distribution of models follows 
the posterior probability solution. For a review of Bayesian inference and Monte Carlo 
methods in the geosciences, we refer the reader to Mosegaard and Sembridge (2002), and 
Gallagher et al. (2009).  

One benefit of Bayesian inference is the ability to propagate uncertainty estimates from the 
observed measurements towards the unknown model parameters. For that, a likelihood 
probability distribution needs to be defined, based on a misfit function and on uncertainty 
estimates associated to observations. In this work, the data vector is defined as a set of 
points measured on the shoreline with a vertical step size (ipstep; Fig. 2a). The misfit between 
this data vector and the modelled paleo-shoreline sequences is calculated on the horizontal 
axis, as the variability of marine terrace width within a section of coastline is typically much 
higher than the variability in marine terrace height (e.g. Regard et al., 2017; De Gelder et al., 
2020). Uncertainties about the observed shorelines account for the inability of our numerical 
model to explain observations. These errors are treated as Gaussian random errors and 
described by a standard deviation (σ; Fig. 2a) and the level of spatial correlation (corrl; Fig 
2a).  



 
Figure 2: Inversion of synthetic marine terrace profiles a) Synthetic topography (blue) 
created from a forward model with known input parameters: IS = Initial Slope, ER = Erosion 
Rate, UR = Uplift Rate and WB = Wave Base. The range of inverted models that fit the 
observed topography with the given σ, ipstep and corrl (see text) is represented by the 
median (orange), and the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the inverted models (grey envelope). b) 
Posterior probability distribution for the sea-level histories. Each individual paleo sea-level 
history is described with 6 sea-level nodes linked with a cubic spline interpolation, of which 
the nodes at 78, 6 and 0 ka are fixed in time and elevation, and the other three nodes can 
move within the three red boxes. The input (target) sea-level history is given in light blue, and 
the probabilistic solution is depicted by the median (solid orange line) and the 2.5 and 97.5 
percentiles (dashed orange lines). c) Same as a, but with different uplift rates and sea-level 
histories. d) Sea-level histories for the inverted profiles in c, similar to b but with a different 
input sea-level history including more nodes. e) Similar to d, but inverting the two profiles 
simultaneously to find a common sea-level curve explaining both profiles. MIS are marked in 
white 

 

Synthetic Marine Terrace Profiles 

To test and illustrate the potential of the inversion approach, we inverted synthetic 
topographic profiles that were produced by forward models with known input parameters (Fig. 
2). To start with a relatively short and simple sea-level range, we defined an 80 ka sea-level 
history consisting of 6 nodes (Fig. 2b; light blue). For the inversion, we fixed the nodes at 78, 
6 and 0 ka, and the positions of the other three nodes were left as unknwon model 
parameters to be recovered. In the Monte Carlo exploration of the model space, these three 
nodes were left free to move within a prescribed range (red boxes in Fig. 2b). All other 
erosion model parameters (IS, ER, WB, UR; Fig. 2a) were fixed during the inversion at the 
values used to produce the observed topographic profile. The parameters σ, ipstep and corrl 
were set at 50, 1 an 10 m, respectively. We inverted the topographic profile between 0 and 60 
m elevation by sampling the parameter space with 1 million forward simulations. The solution 
is a large ensemble of sea-level histories that reflect the probability of the paleo sea-level, 
given the synthetic coastline topography. 



The resulting profiles show an MIS 3 terrace at an elevation range of ~15-30 m (Fig. 2a), 
whereas an MIS 1 terrace lies below the present-day sea level, and is thus not considered in 
the inversion. As such, the range of sea-level histories that could have created the MIS 3 
terrace is narrower than for the MIS 1 terrace (Fig. 2b). This range is particularly limited for 
the period of sea-level rise leading up to the MIS 3 peak, suggesting that uplifted marine 
terraces are more likely to form during periods of relative sea-level rise. This is theoretically 
expected, as erosion scales with the total duration of sea-level occupation (Malatesta et al., 
2021), and simultaneous sea-level rise and land uplift implies favorable conditions for the 
formation of marine terraces. Another notable feature is the distribution of possible sea-level 
histories along a diagonal line that corresponds to the uplift rate. This line would reach the 
maximum terrace elevation when extrapolated to t=0 ka, in line with classic graphical 
methods (Bloom and Yonekura, 1990). Although the MIS 1 terrace is not inverted, there are 
some limitations to the magnitude and rate of sea-level rise between MIS 2 and MIS 1 (Fig. 
2b), probably because this period determines how much of the MIS 3 terrace is eroded at its 
distal edge. 

For the inversion of every individual profile there should be a trade-off between younger, 
higher sea-level peaks and older, lower sea-level peaks in line with the fixed uplift rate (as in 
Fig. 2b). In theory, these trade-off effects can be overcome through the joint inversion of 
multiple profiles with different uplift rates, reducing the uncertainty in sea-level 
reconstructions. To show this, we also inverted two different topographic profiles produced 
with different fixed uplift rates but with the same sea-level history over a 135 ka timescale (the 
last glacial-interglacial cycle; Fig. 2c-e). When the two profiles are inverted individually, the 
range of possible sea-level histories is relatively wide, and again the sea-level peaks would 
follow a diagonal line parallel to the uplift rate (Fig. 2c, d). However, if we jointly invert both 
profiles, i.e. assuming that a unique sea-level history would have created both marine terrace 
staircase morphologies, the probability distribution for past sea-level narrows, and the median 
sea-level of the inversion better approximates the input curve (Fig. 2e). The range is 
particularly narrow for the transgressions leading up to the MIS 5a and 5c highstands, for 
which the corresponding terraces are well developed in the topographic profiles (Fig. 2c). 
Similar to the MIS 1 terrace in Fig. 2a, the MIS 1 and 3 terraces in Fig. 2c would be located 
below sea level for the given parameters, and thus the possible sea-level range is wider for 
the transgressions leading up to MIS 1 and 3 (Fig. 2d). Also for these highstands though, the 
sea-level is better constrained for the joint inversion (Fig. 2e) than with the individual 
inversions (Fig. 2d). This suggests that jointly inverting more profiles would increase even 
further our ability to constrain sea-level histories. 

These synthetic tests imply that in natural examples, sea-level reconstruction should also 
benefit from the inversion of multiple marine terrace profiles if conditions change between 
those profiles. In this example we used two different uplift rates for the joint inversion, which 
lead to a range in different terrace sequence morphologies (Fig. 2c), but an approach where 
all parameters, including wave base, erosion rate or initial slope, are undefined a priori (or 
only within a given range), should lead to a more realistic range of possible sea-level 
histories. To put this method to the test in real cases, we selected two well-documented yet 
contrasting cases, Santa Cruz and the Gulf of Corinth, each having their peculiarities that 
make them ideal to study the inversion of marine terraces. 

 

Santa Cruz marine terrace sequence 

The marine terraces along the Santa Cruz coastline (central California, US) formed through a 
combination of Quaternary sea-level oscillations and tectonic uplift by nearby active faults 
(e.g. Bradley, 1957; Anderson and Menking, 1994; Anderson et al., 1999; Perg et al., 2001; 
Matsumoto et al., 2022). We invert a topographic profile from Rosenbloom and Anderson 
(1994), who distinguished the original eroded bedrock surface, which we use, from its 
overlying colluvium for 5 marine terraces. We followed the age interpretation of Perg et al. 
(2001), suggesting these terraces were formed, from bottom to top, during MIS 1, 3, 5a, 5c 
and 5e. Unlike in the synthetic tests, here we left the uplift rate, erosion rate, wave base depth 
and initial slope parameters free within a range of values. We use the elevation (~170 m) and 



age of the upper terrace to derive a range of possible uplift rates (1.3-1.65 mm/yr), and 
simultaneously consider ranges for initial slope (5-15%), wave base depth (1-10 m) and 
erosion rates (100-800 mm3/yr) in the terrace inversion. We use the same inversion 
parameters as for the synthetic tests, running 1 million models over 450 ka with the sea-level 
high- and lowstands limited to the red boxes in Fig. 1 (See Supplementary Information). Tests 
with different inversion parameters are given in Fig. S1, but these do not change the paleo 
sea-level estimates much. 

The sampled sea-level histories successfully reproduce the terrace morphology, as evidenced 
by the low RMS misfit of 2 m (Fig. 3a). As with the synthetic tests (Fig. 2), periods of sea-level 
rise are better constrained than periods of sea-level fall, and highstands better constrained 
than lowstands (Fig. 3b). Also here there is a trade-off in sea-level peaks, in which younger, 
higher sea-level peaks could result in similar shaped marine terraces as older, lower sea-level 
peaks (e.g. for MIS 3c, Fig. 3e). The models limit the uplift rate to ~1.35-1.6 mm/yr, the initial 
slope to ~7-9.5%, the wave base depth to 4-10 m and the erosion rate to 200-800 mm/yr 
(Figs. 3c,d). Notably there is a positive correlation between wave base depth and erosion rate 
(Fig. 3d), suggesting a higher value for wave base depth would require a higher erosion rate 
to create the same marine terrace sequence morphology. 

Compared to our proposed range of possible sea-level elevations for MIS 3 (-30 to -80 m; Fig. 
3b), the inversion suggests paleo sea-level values on the higher end of that spectrum. This is 
in agreement with a growing number of studies suggesting oxygen-isotope derived sea-level 
curves underestimate sea-level for that period (Pico et al., 2016; Dalton et al., 2019, 2022; 
Gowan et al., 2021; De Gelder et al., 2022). For MIS 5a on the other hand, the inversion 
suggests a sea-level peak on the lower end of our proposed range of sea-level elevations 
(Fig. 3b). Although the highstand solutions still span a broad elevation range of ~25 m, the 
inversion results tend to align with studies proposing an overall decrease in sea-level between 
MIS 5e, 5c and 5a (e.g. Chappell and Shackleton, 1986; Schellmann & Radtke, 2004; Tawil-
Morsink et al., 2022). 

Given that there has been concerns on the terrace chronology that we adopted (Brown and 
Bourlès, 2002), and other studies have suggested the terrace at 27 m elevation might be 
formed during MIS 5a, 5c or 5e instead of MIS 3 (Bradley and Addicott, 1968; Lajoie et al., 
1975; Kennedy et al., 1982; Weber et al., 1990), we also tested additional uplift rate scenarios 
(Fig. S2). These uplift rates can fit the terrace sequence morphology equally well in terms of 
topographic misfit, but generally imply a larger possible range of paleo sea level. This can be 
explained by the increased terrace re-occupation for lower uplift rates (Malatesta et al., 2021), 
which also explains why the possible ranges for the initial slope and wave base depth change 
increase for lower uplift rate scenarios (Fig. S2), and erosion rate estimates decrease. These 
tests suggest that locations with higher uplift rates will generally provide narrower constraints 
on paleo sea-level, while still providing realistic and unbiased parameter estimates. 



 
Figure 3: Inversion of NW-Santa Cruz marine terrace sequence a) Observed topography 
from Rosenbloom and Anderson (1994; blue) with the age interpretation of Perg et al. (2001) 
marked in bold, together with the modeled best-fit, median, 2.5% and 97.5% percentile 
profiles. b) Probabilistic sea-level reconstruction for the profiles in a, MIS in white c) 
Probabilistic solution for uplift rates and initial slopes (histogram of the sampled models), d) 
Probabilistic solution for wave base depths and erosion rates e) 2D marginal probabilistic 
solution for the MIS 3c peak, i.e. distribution for the position of the 50-57 ka node within the 
paleo sea level curve. 

 

Corinth Rift marine terrace sequence 

The active Corinth Rift (Greece) comprises a linked set of ~10-15 km long normal faults that 
uplifts the southern coastline of the Gulf of Corinth (e.g. Armijo et al., 1996; Fernández-Blanco 
et al., 2019). Marine terrace sequences are well exposed in the SE rift, where the Xylokastro 
Fault has lead to differential coastal uplift rates (Armijo et al., 1996; De Gelder et al., 2019; 
Fig. S3). This peculiarity allows us to test on a natural example whether the joint inversion of 
multiple terrace sequence profiles with different uplift rates provides a better-constrained sea-
level history (as in Fig. 2).  

Another peculiarity of the Gulf of Corinth is the occurrence of the Rion and Acheloos-Cape 
Pappas sills at its W entrance, currently at ~45-60 m depth (Beckers et al., 2016), which 
controlled the Gulf’s connection with the open sea over the past few hundred thousand years 
and lead to an alternation of marine and (semi-)isolated lake environments within the Gulf 
(McNeill et al., 2019). Although we approximately know the timing of these alternations, it 
remains unclear whether lake levels were stable or fluctuating during (semi-)isolated periods. 
To account for both options, we carried out inversions with all nodes from (semi-)isolated 
periods broadly constrained between -15 and -150 m elevation. We selected three 
topographic profiles with little river incision and ~0.4-1.45 mm/yr uplift rates (Fig. S3), and 
avoided modelling the broad coastal plain at the base of profiles 2 and 3 (Fig. S3). We used 
the 90% percentile of 100-m wide swath profiles to obtain representative terrace sequence 
morphologies (Fig. S3). For the three profiles we assigned ranges of possible uplift rates of 
1.25-1.4, 0.7-0.9 and 0.4-0.55 mm/yr (De Gelder et al., 2019; Fig. S3), and broad ranges for 
erosion rate (100-1500 mm/yr), initial slope (1-20%) and wave base depth (1-12 m). 



 
Figure 4: Inversion of SE Corinth Rift marine terrace sequence a-c) Observed 
topography (left) from 3 different profiles in the SE Corinth Rift (locations see Fig. S3), 
together with the modeled best-fit, median, 2.5% and 97.5% percentile profiles for both an 
individual profile inversion and a joint inversion of the three profiles (horizontally offset by an 
arbitrary value). Corresponding probabilistic sea/lake-level ranges for the individually inverted 
profiles are given on the right, d) Probabilistic sea/lake-level history from joint inversion, with 



IODP-core stratigraphy (Gawthorpe et al., 2022) for comparison e) resulting parameter 
ranges from both individual and joint profile inversions 

The individual profile inversions mostly constrain paleo sea/lake level for profile 1 (Fig. 4a), 
because it has the highest uplift rate and contains most terraces. The other two profiles 
provide limited constraints on paleo sea/lake level when inverted individually (Fig. 4b/c), but 
together with profile 1 they provide a much narrower range (Fig. 4d). The cumulative RMS 
misfit for the individual inversions (28 m) is slightly better than for the joint inversion (46 m), 
but there are no major visible differences between the terrace sequence profiles for the two 
inversions, and apart from the highest terrace of profile 2 (Fig. 4b) the terrace sequences are 
all near perfectly reconstructed. The three profiles show variations in initial slopes that in line 
with the overall morphology, but have similar wave base depths and erosion rates (Fig. 4e). 
The inverted parameter ranges mostly remain the same between the individual and joint 
inversion, with exception of the uplift rates for profiles 2 and 3 that became a little lower for 
the joint inversion. As for the sea/lake-level inversion, all the other parameter ranges become 
narrower for the joint inversion (Fig. 4e). 

The inverted sea/lake level history suggests that lake levels during (semi-)isolated periods 
must have been fluctuating in order to create the terrace sequence morphology of the three 
profiles (Fig. 4d). To a first order these fluctuations resemble global sea-level trends, with 
relatively fast periods of sea/lake-level rise prior to major sea-level highstands, followed by 
long periods of slow sea/lake-level fall (Fig. 1c). Some differences with global sea-level trends 
include the lack of an MIS 5a highstand (~80 ka), and the occurrence of some periods with 
relatively stable lake levels around 200 and 300 ka (Fig. 4d). Likewise, in other isolated 
lake/sea systems in the E-Mediterranean, like Lake Van and the Dead Sea, local sea/lake 
levels fluctuate rapidly and do not fully mimic global sea-level behaviour (Landmann et al., 
1996; Stein et al., 2010). To test whether a sea/lake level history that fully mimics global sea-
level variations could also reproduce the SE Corinth terrace sequence morphology, we made 
some additional inversions (Fig. S4). These models do not rule out that Corinth’s sea/lake-
level history has been very similar to global sea-level variations in far-field locations. 

We also compare the inverted sea/lake-level history to the stratigraphy recorded within 
offshore cores in the Gulf of Corinth (Fig. 4d; Gawthorpe et al., 2022). In these cores, 
bioturbated intervals have been interpreted as marine conditions, and laminated/bedded 
intervals as (semi-)isolated conditions. Our inversion is compatible with those findings, but 
suggest that the sills that are currently limiting the Gulf of Corinth’s interaction with the sea 
were probably shallower in the past), to account for (semi-)isolated conditions around ~50 ka 
and a marine to isolated transition around ~190 ka (Fig. 4d.  

 

Discussion 

In the examples above, we showed how to assess paleo sea-level variations, and 
simultaneously extract quantified metrics for morphotectonics and hydrodynamics, from the 
geometry of marine terrace sequences. Using a probabilistic inversion methodology set in a 
Bayesian framework, we avoid the simplifications of bijective approaches in which a single 
marine terrace is always linked to a single sea-level highstand and vice-versa (e.g. Pastier et 
al., 2019; Malatesta et al., 2021). By considering a full sea-level curve and its possible 
variability, it is possible to provide quantitative constraints on highstands, lowstands, sea-level 
rise and fall, filling the observational gap for time periods for which field measurements are 
scarce. We admit that some model simplifications and approximations may alter our 
interpretations. In particular, we neglect subaerial erosion, and kept uplift rate, erosion rate, 
initial slope and wave base depth parameters time-constant for each individual sampled paleo 
sea level curve. Both could be fine-tuned in future developments. 

Many paleo sea-level studies that use geomorphic/geologic observations tend to have a 
confirmation bias regarding sea-level curves, and propose refinements of paleo sea-level 
estimates to sub-m scale (e.g. Murray-Wallace, 2002; Roberts et al., 2012) or uplift rates to 
precisions of ~0.01 mm/yr (e.g. Pedoja et al., 2018; Meschis et al., 2022). In this study, we 
take a step back by allowing more freedom to possible paleo sea-level variations, as well as 



uplift rate, erosion rate, initial slope and wave base depth, to provide a more reliable way to 
translate morphologic observations to paleo sea-level constraints. For instance, the low uplift 
rate examples from the Corinth Rift (Fig. 4b, c) and Santa Cruz (Fig. S2) reveal very little 
about paleo sea/lake levels, even if the uplift rate is roughly known. As a marine terrace is 
formed over several sea-level cycles, the resulting terrace width and height will depend on all 
those cycles, as well as wave base depths, erosion rates and initial slopes, all of which are 
generally poorly constrained. Even in the hypothetical case that these parameters are known 
(Fig. 2), there is still a wide spectrum of sea-level histories that could have created the 
specific morphology of a marine terrace sequence. It suggests that estimating paleo sea-level 
based on the comparison of a present-day landform to a paleo-landform (Rovere et al., 2016), 
may be too simplistic in many cases, at least for erosive marine terraces. Although 
uncertainties that we provide on paleo sea-level are much larger than what calculations based 
on hydrodynamic ranges would suggest (Lorchsteid and Rovere, 2019), we do consider them 
to be reliable as they take in a large number of unknowns.  

Although here we focused on erosive marine terraces to develop a proof of concept, a 
promising avenue is to apply this inversion method to bio-constructed (coral reef) terraces, 
which tend to be better dated (e.g. Pedoja et al., 2014; Hibbert et al., 2016) and for which 
modelling routines also exist (e.g. Toomey et al., 2013; Pastier et al., 2019). One of our key 
findings is that inverting multiple profiles simultaneously provides much better paleo sea-level 
constraints than focusing on individual profiles (Figs. 2, 4). The global archive of paleo-
shorelines (Fig. 1a) presents a huge potential for such multi-profile marine terrace inversions. 
This massive inversion would not only lead to improved estimates of local relative sea-level 
histories, but may also complement studies on glacio-isostatic adjustments that are relevant 
to a global sea-level perspective. 
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This section contains Supplementary text, as well as 4 Supplementary Figures. The text 
includes further details on the sea-level ranges used in this study. Figure S1 presents 
inversion results of the Santa Cruz terraces with alternative values for ipstep, σ and corrl, 
whereas Figure S2 presents inversion results of the Santa Cruz terraces with alternative 
morphostratigraphic scenarios. Figure S3 presents a map and data from the SE Corinth Rift 
terraces, whereas Figure S4 presents inversion results for the Corinth Rift terraces with 
alternative paleo sea-level constraints. 

 

Supplementary Text 

Paleo sea-level ranges 

The red boxes in Fig. 1c provide estimates of the likely range of relative sea-level (RSL) 
variations at far-field locations. The subdivision of boxes is based on the marine isotope 
stages (MIS) and their sub-stages defined by Railsback et al. (2015); with the exception of 
MIS 11a, which we split into three sub-stages based on the shape of the sea-level curve of 
Spratt & Lisiecki (2016) and the proposed two RSL highstands at the Huon Peninsula for that 
period (de Gelder et al., 2022). Time ranges are based on the sea-level curve of Spratt & 
Lisiecki (2016), with the exception of MIS 1 and MIS 2, for which we used the time ranges 
proposed by Kahn et al. (2015) and Clark et al. (2009), respectively. 

The RSL datapoints are selected from the database of Hibbert et al, (2016), complemented 
with data from Murray-Wallace (2002), de Gelder et al. (2022), and Marra et al. (2023). We 
limited these to data older than 130 ka, and with total elevation uncertainties of less than 35 m 
(±17.5m). Concerning the data points from the Hibbert et al. (2016) database we applied the 
same filters as was done in the publication of their compilation, only using U/Th data with 
calcite <2%, 232Th concentration <2 ppb and δ234

initial of 147 +5/-10‰. The remaining RSL 
datapoints are from Stirling et al. (2001) and Andersen et al. (2010), for which we used the 
±1σ uncertainties in time and elevation from the database (Hibbert et al., 2016). For the age 
uncertainty on the Murray-Wallace (2002) RSL estimates we used the time ranges of the red 
boxes as age error margins, and assigned an arbitrary elevation uncertainty of ±5 m. For de 
Gelder et al. (2022) we used the published time and elevation standard errors, whereas for 
Marra et al. (2023) we used the time ranges of the red boxes as age error margins, and 
assigned an elevation uncertainty of ±1 m as proposed in their paper. 

In terms of the elevation ranges of the red boxes, for MIS 1 we used the proposed Mid-
Holocene range by Kahn et al. (2015). For MIS 2 we used the minimum from Spratt & Lisiecki 
(2016) and the maximum from Gowan et al. (2022). For MIS 3 we used the minima from 
Spratt & Lisiecki (2016) and the maximum from Pico et al. (2016). For MIS 4, 5b, 5d, 6a, 8a, 
10a and 12a we used the minima and/or maxima from Spratt & Lisiecki (2016) and Batchelor 
et al. (2019). For MIS 5a and 5c we used the minima from from Spratt & Lisiecki (2016) and 
the maxima from Creveling et al. (2017). For MIS 5e we used the minimum from Dyer et al. 
(2021) and the maximum from Kopp et al. (2009) and Dutton et al. (2015). For MIS 6b, 6c, 6d, 
6e, 7a, 7c, 7e, 9a, 9e, 11a-1 and 11a-3 we used the minima from Spratt & Lisiecki (2016) and 
the maxima from the RSL data points. For MIS 7b we used the minimum from Spratt & 



Lisiecki (2016) and the maximum from the MIS 7a box. For MIS 7d we used the same range 
as MIS 6e. For MIS 8b we used the minimum from Spratt & Lisiecki (2016) and the maximum 
from the MIS 8c box. For MIS 8c, 9c, 9d and 12b we used the minimum and maximum from 
Spratt & Lisiecki (2016). For MIS 9b we used the minimum from Spratt & Lisiecki (2016) and 
the maximum from the MIS 9a box. For MIS 11a-2 we used the minimum from Spratt & 
Lisiecki (2016) and the maximum from the MIS 11a-1 box. For MIS 11b we used the minimum 
from Spratt & Lisiecki (2016) and the maximum from the MIS 11a-3 box. For MIS 11c we used 
the minima from Murray-Wallace (2002) and Marra (2023) and the maximum from Dutton et 
al. (2015). 



 



 
Figure S1: Santa Cruz terrace sequence tests with different inversion parameters. a) 
Same as Fig. 3, for comparison with inversions that use a b) lower ipstep, c) higher ipstep, d) 
lower σ, e) higher σ, f) lower corrl and g) higher corrl. Note that the ranges for accepted 
terrace profiles tend to increase or decrease (left side), but the range of sea-level does not 
change much (right side). 

 



 
Figure S2: Santa Cruz terrace sequence tests with different uplift rates. a) Same as Fig. 
3, for comparison with inversions that use an uplift rate of b) 0.9-1.1 mm/yr, c) 0.5-0.7 mm/yr, 
and d) 0.3-0.5 mm/yr e) Ranges of initial slope, erosion rate, wave base depth and uplift rate 
that correspond to the four scenarios in a-d 



 
Figure S3: SE Corinth Rift terraces. a) Map of the SE Corinth Rift (modified from De Gelder 
et al., 2019) with locations of the inverted profiles. b) Uplift rates as a function of distance 
from the fault (modified from De Gelder et al., 2019) with locations of the inverted profiles. c) 
Different characterizations of the topography within the profiles of a, compared to the average 
shoreline angle elevations calculated in De Gelder et al. (2020). 

 

 



 
Figure S4: Inversion of SE Corinth Rift marine terraces. Same as Fig. 4 but with a more 
restricted range of sea/lake level histories. a-c) Observed and modeled topography (left) from 
3 different profiles in the SE Corinth Rift (locations see Fig. S3) for both an individual profile 
inversion and a joint inversion of the three profiles. Corresponding sea/lake level ranges for 
the individually inverted profiles are given on the right, d) Probabilistic sea/lake levels from 
joint inversion, with IODP-core stratigraphy (Gawthorpe et al., 2022) for comparison e) 
resulting parameter ranges from both individual and joint profile inversions 


